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TTFHTOTAL FURNISHINGS CORPORATION



TTF Corporation focuses on providing interior-exterior
services and bespoke furniture for acclaimed properties
around the world, specifically hotels and resorts, as well as
restaurants, luxury retail boutiques, and residential
properties.

TTF Corporation now sets the vision of sustainable growth in
both quality and speed to provide a total furnishings
solution to any space in and out of Vietnam.

TTF Corporation believes that creating interiors is a
personal commitment to our customers in every aspect,
from space planning, budget definition, design concepts,
to construction documents and final installation. We offer
quality furnishings by balancing tradition and innovation.

Our work foundation is the relationship with our clients. We
understand that each project has specific needs and
demands the highest quality level in the work involved, so
our approach is flexible and responsive.



• 29 years of furniture making at your
disposal.

• 110.000 square meters of manufacturing
space.

• 400 containers/month of loose furniture.
• 100 containers/ month of cabinets and

kitchens.

• Run simple by SAP.
• The preferred destination for the world's

most well-known international retailers.
• Leading national supplier of projects,

hospitality, and residential interiors.



Our headquarters are in Binh Duong, Vietnam,
while our 11 member companies and 13
factories are spread across the territory of
Vietnam.

With 25 years of experience in designing,
producing, constructing, and installing interior
and exterior spaces, our products represent
modern design features, vary in materials and
colors, and carry unique styles that are suitable
for each type of space. This opens a wide
range of choices for our customers, so they
can find delight in developing their creativity.

TTF is proud to be one of the manufacturers
that can satisfy even the most fastidious
customers in both domestic and foreign
markets.













250 CONTAINERS / MONTH



Our labs are equipped with calibrated equipment
and qualified staff certified by third parties to ensure
ASTM standards (USA), BSEN (Europe), and JIS
(Japan) as required by our customers:

+ Environmental tests (cold, hot, and swelling).
+ Termite inspection and internal bonding tests.
+ Formaldehyde concentration tests.
+ Structural tests (drop, flip, fatigue, pull, static load,
and so on).
+ Rust tests for materials.
+ Surface coating and paint finish tests (hardness,
adhesion, abrasion).
+ Color intensity tests in spectral range.
+ Hardness tests (strength of cartons).

QUALITY CONTROL



WAREHOUSE

3.800m2



AUTOMATIC DRYING KILNS

20 ROOMS x 70m3/ROOM



ROUGH MILL AREA



ROUGH MILL AREA



SHAPING AREA



SHAPING AREA



ASSEMBLING AREA



ASSEMBLING AREA



SANDING AREA



FINISHING AREA



PACKAGING AREA





NOVAWORLD HO TRAM



SAP CODE: 530011129 SAP CODE: 530013021



SAP CODE: 530011129



SAP CODE: 530011129



SAP CODE: 530012628



SAP CODE: 520010954



SAP CODE: 520011073



SAP CODE: 520010989



SAP CODE: 530012599

SAP CODE: 530012598



SAP CODE: 520010989



SAP: 530012628
SAP CODE: 520011106



SAP CODE: 520010986



SAP CODE: 520011157



SAP CODE: 520011141



SAP CODE: 520011140



SAP CODE: 520010687

SAP CODE: 520010686



SAP CODE: 530013007



SAP CODE: 520011071











SAP CODE: 530011513





TRUONG THANH FURNITURE GROUP

Address: DT 747 St, Uyen Hung Town, Tan Uyen District, Binh Duong Province.
Phone : +84(0274) 3642 004/005 - Fax : (0274) 3642 006
Email: contact@truongthanh.com/sales@truongthanh.com
Website : www.truongthanh.com

HO CHI MINH OFFICE

Address: 1 Einstein, Binh Tho Ward, Thu Duc District, Ho Chi Minh City.


